Neolithic archaeology are two sites dating to the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A (PPNA, ~11,700 to 10,500 B.P.). As on the mainland, the PPNA in Cyprus includes villages but does not yet contain morphologically domesticated plants and animals. These sites essentially erase the chronological gap between the Akrotiri Phase and the Neolithic. One site, Ayia Varvara Asprokremnos, is a small interior locality (18), the other, Klimonas (see the figure, panel C), a more substantial coastal settlement where plants were apparently cultivated but not domesticated (19).

The Neolithic transformation initially occurred in the Near East, but then spread to adjacent areas. This transmission is often thought to have been through Anatolia, but the new research also suggests maritime routes, with the Cypriot evidence indicating a substantial level of mainland interaction.

Genetic data also point to linkages between northern European Neolithic populations and modern groups that include Cypriots (20).

The past 20 years have revolutionized our understanding of the early occupation of the Mediterranean islands. Future research should include developing better chronological controls, conducting rigorous surveys, excavations, and analyses, searching for sites within an intact stratigraphy, and asking questions related to why early humans set forth to these islands. Such studies will continue to change our conceptions of early seafaring and the reasons behind it and of the ever widening influence of the Neolithic Revolution.
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PLANETARY SCIENCE

A Vitrage of Asteroid Magnetism

Benjamin P. Weiss

In the early solar system, some protoplanets experienced large-scale melting, leading to the formation of a metallic core overlain by a rocky mantle. This differentiated structure has persisted to the present day in large bodies such as Earth. In Earth’s core, vigorous churning of molten metallic liquid generates the geomagnetic field in a process known as the dynamo (1). Although we have no samples of Earth’s core, many smaller protoplanets were catastrophically shattered over the intervening eons, producing the present-day asteroid belt and providing us with meteorite samples from their deep interiors. These samples provide a natural cross section of asteroid interiors, with stony meteorites thought to have formed at shallow depths and iron meteorites in the core. Intermediate in composition between these two types are the pallasites, spectacular mixtures of translucent, gem-quality olivine crystals and iron-nickel metal that, when backlit, take on the quality of a medieval stained-glass window (vitrage) (see the first figure). The origin of pallasites and the nature of their parent body (2) have perplexed meteoritists since the first, eponymous meteorite Pallas was described in 1794 (3). On page 939 of this issue, Tarduno et al. (4) suggest that the pallasite parent body was the product of a near-catastrophic impact of a molten body onto a differentiated protoplanet with an active core dynamo.

Starting with the earliest visions of meteorite parent body interiors (5), it has been widely assumed that pallasites originated from a gradational boundary layer between the metallic core and overlying rocky mantle (6) (see the second figure). Nevertheless, it was soon recognized that olivine’s relatively low density makes such a mixture buoyantly unstable (7). Furthermore, the diverse rates at which various pallasites cooled may be inconsistent with formation deep below an insulating mantle and anchored to a thermally conducting metallic core (8). These findings motivated alternative proposals that pallasites formed as the result of an impact onto a differentiated planetesimal that structurally scrambled the body by mixing molten core and solid mantle materials (8).

Tarduno et al. add a fascinating new twist to this debate with their discovery of remnant magnetization in two pallasites. When a rock cools in the presence of a magnetic field, it can acquire remanent magnetization whose intensity is proportional to the field. This magnetization can then persist for billions of years, long after the paleofield has dissipated. In this way, rocks from planetary bodies record the presence of past dynamo activity.

Because of their small size, asteroidal cores have long since solidified and therefore cannot be generating mag-
tomic fields today. Until recently it had been unclear whether asteroids could ever have generated magnetic fields—even when their cores were molten—given that the feasibility of the dynamo process generally increases with core size. However, studies of several stony meteorite groups indicate that core dynamos probably operated in at least several early asteroids (9, 10), thus making asteroids the smallest objects known to have generated magnetic fields.

Meteoritists have wondered whether iron or pallasite meteorites might record a core dynamo due to their assumed close proximity to the field-generating region of these bodies. However, these meteorites have stubbornly defied magnetic investigations since they were first attempted in 1959 (11). A chief difficulty has been that chunks of intergrown iron crystals typically have poor magnetic recording properties (12). Furthermore, because metallic cores should be mostly isothermal (because of their high thermal conductivity), by the time that core metal cools to temperatures sufficiently low that it could become permanently magnetized, any dynamo may have long since decayed away (13).

Tarduno et al. sidestep the first problem by analyzing extracted olivine crystals, which have far better magnetic recording properties than the surrounding metal. These pallasites record substantial magnetic fields, with intensities ranging up to nearly twice that of Earth today. Assuming that these fields were directly produced by an ancient dynamo in the pallasite parent body core, Tarduno et al. argue that the body could not have been too big (otherwise, the pallasites would have to come from near the surface, where they would be shattered or destroyed by meteoroid impacts) nor too small (or else they would have cooled faster than observed). They also argue that the pallasites could not have formed at the core-mantle boundary because of the aforementioned requirement that they must cool down before the cessation of dynamo activity. Rather, formation in the outer ~40 km of a protoplanet ~200 km in radius with a core 100 km in radius matches the combined constraints. As a result, they propose that pallasite metal did not come from the interior core of the protoplanet but rather from that of a differentiated foreign impacting body (see the second figure).

These paleomagnetic measurements are an important new data set with far-reaching implications for the origin of pallasites. A caveat is that it is unknown whether the field that magnetized these pallasites was that of an active dynamo or rather from remanent magnetization in surrounding rocks. For example, surface fields in some locations on Mars today are as strong as Earth’s field even though Mars does not have an active dynamo (14). If this were true for the pallasite parent body, an earlier dynamo would still be indicated (because it would likely be required to have produced the magnetization in the surrounding rocks), but the pallasites’ magnetism would not rule out an origin at the core-mantle boundary.

Among the terrestrial planets, only Earth and Mercury today have active dynamos. The pallasite parent protoplanet now becomes at least the fourth asteroid-sized body known to have generated a core dynamo, even though the magnetization of only a few meteorite groups has yet been analyzed in detail. This suggests that planetary dynamos may have at one time been common. One can imagine that the early solar system, which contained perhaps thousands of protoplanets larger than 100 km in diameter (15), once brimmed with swarms of little magnetospheres.

Pallasite production. Two models for the main-group pallasite parent body. (A) Pallasites formed in a gravitational boundary layer between the metallic core and silicate mantle. The pallasites would not record an active dynamo field because they could not have cooled sufficiently to become permanently magnetized until after the dynamo had decayed. (B) Pallasites formed near the planetary surface as a result of metal injected into a protoplanet from the molten core of an impactor (4). They cooled while a dynamo was still active, thereby acquiring remanent magnetization.
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2. Most pallasites are classified as part of the “main group” whose members have similar chemical and isotopic compositions and are therefore thought to originate from a single body.
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